"CROWN": "A mentality that one carries when being redeemed by the true king,
Christ Jesus! A realization of royalty that produces both humility and confidence
at the same time”! – KYREN MONTEIRO
It has been sometime since the world has heard from Engage Records Recording
Artist KYREN MONTEIRO (Formerly DA MESSENGER). But that silence is about to
break on March 11th, 2016 with the release of his new album entitled “CROWN”!
For the believer “CROWN” is an album that not only reminds and encourages us
to who we are and who we belong to, but it also challenges us to walk out our

calling in both humility and confidence! For the Non-Believer it shows where hope
really is, where royalty really, where true freedom is really found!
“For the sonic direction of this album I wanted to have an album that was very
consistent in energy! My last project “LIFELINE 2” (Released under my former
name DA MESSENGER) was very dark in content and sonically to me. I wanted the
sound of “CROWN” to be totally opposite of that”! – says KYREN MONTEIRO. “I
believe that “CROWN” is a classic in its own right. It’s definitely timeless music
that is truly incredible! Rather you call it Christian Hip-Hop music or Hip-Hop
music that expresses faith in Christ Jesus, I think that we can all agree that this
type of Christ centered content is RARE nowadays! The content of “CROWN” is
vintage truth but at the same it’s very relatable. Which has always been the
mission of Engage Records”! – says KYREN MONTEIRO.
“CROWN” by default features some of KYREN MONTEIRO’s fellow Fight Squad
movement co-labors such as C-MICAH, WILLSTOMP, Nue Breed, and Damon
Golden. It’s also features heavy hitters in the Christian Hip-Hop market such as KDrama and Swift (Formerly known as R-Swift). And great vocals from Recording
Artist Terrance Anderson. The album also features incredible Music Production
from Ray Baker of Sound H Productions, Matthew “BIG BEATZ” Franklin, DAT KID
KEYZ, and Platinum Sellers. “CROWN” also has the mighty Audio Engineering skills
of KYREN MONTEIRO all over it! “CROWN” is a MUST HAVE for any music listener.
“CROWN” releases on Engage Records on March 11th, 2016!
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CROWN
GOING DOWN FT. WILLSTOMP & NUE BREED
SOMETHING BIGGER
NOBODY GREATER FT. TERRANCE ANDERSON & DAMON GOLDEN
INSECURITIES UNDERNEATH
BIG MOUTH FT. K-DRAMA
SO INCREDIBLE FT. TERRANCE ANDERSON
CAN’T BREAK US
DIE DAILY FT. C-MICAH

10. ALL THE WAY UP FT. SWIFT
11. WE WINNIN
12. GO OFF
ROYALTY BEGINS MARCH 11TH, 2016!! #CROWN

